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Abstract:
Now, web applications are the part of our day to day life. Advancement in technology provides the internet facility but these web
application contains lots of threats with them. For better use of web applications, it is developed with user friendly nature but hackers
utilize this feature. Previous work in the field of web application security has mainly focused on the mitigation of Cross Site
Scripting (XSS) and SQL injection attacks. These threats are continuously growing with web applications, one of these threat is CSRF
(cross site request forgery). Cross- site request forgery, also known as one-click attack or session riding and abbreviated as CSRF
(sometimes pronounced sea-surf) or XSRF, is a type of malicious exploit of a website where unauthorized commands are transmitted
from a user that the website trusts. Unfortunately, existing mitigation approaches are time-consuming and error-prone, as they require
manual effort to integrate defense techniques into existing systems. In this paper, client server mutual authentication technique has
been proposed. This technique separates the identification and authentication steps. Authentication token is provided to each user
which helps to prevent this attack.
Keywords: CSRF, XSRF, Client Server Mutual Authentication, Token, Identification etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Use of internet is increasing very rapidly with the fast changing
technology. It is now being used for every possible functionality
that can be performed online. Web applications are playing
important role to provide these functionalities. Web applications
have now become part of life of human beings. These
applications help to reduce their efforts for activities such as
reservations, online banking etc. Some are aimed at
entertainment or connecting users socially such as Facebook,
Myspace etc. With all these facilities and convenience, they have
also brought some problems related to security. Attacks on web
application may result in huge loss in term of loss in data
reputation etc. Due to their popularity Web applications have
become a major target for hackers. Web applications run in the
browser. Web applications are accessed through a browser. Any
security escape clause in programs may prompt exploiting
vulnerability in a web application. Well known client side attack
is CSRF(Cross Site Request Forgery) attack [2]. A report
submitted by Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)
in the year 2013, on vulnerabilities in critical web applications
ranks Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attack at position
seventh[10]. CSRF attack is known by various different names,
including Session Riding, XSRF, confused deputy Sea Surf,
Cross-Site Request Forgery, and Hostile Linking. Social
engineering (such as sending a link via email or chat) helps, an
attacker may trick the users of a web application by executing
actions of the attackers choice [7]. Attacker inherits the identity
and privileges of the victim to perform an undesired function on
the victims behalf. Many sites, browser request automatically
include any credentials associated with the sites, such as the
users session cookie, IP address, Port, Windows domain
credentials, etc. Therefore, if the user is authenticated currently
to the legitimate site, the site does not have any method to find
difference between a forged request and a legitimate request sent
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by the victim. CSRF attacks target the functionality that causes a
state change on the server, such as changing the victims email
address, password, purchasing choice etc [10] [11]. HTTP is the
most common stateless protocol used for accessing website. It is
not able to determine whether all the requests belong to a single
user or from different users. Thus there is no straightforward
mechanism to identify requests of a user authenticated on a web
server. One way to overcome this problem is to preserve userspecific state in client-side cookies [12]. CSRF is common attack
for which few mitigation solutions have been proposed. The
solution includes use of client site proxy solution, client Side
Browser plug-in, Origin Header, server site proxy, NO Script
and CsFire etc[5][6][7][3][8][1]. These solutions do not provide
the complete protection against CSRF or require significant
modification individual web application be protected. Rest of the
paper is organized as follows: In the next section the background
details are given. In III section related work has been discuss. In
section VI proposed method is presented. Results and Discussion
on them are given in section V. The paper is concluded in
section VI along with some discussion on future work.
II.BACKGROUND
Cross-site request forgery attack is also called one-click or
session riding and abbreviated as CSRF or XSRF. It is a type of
attack in which exploitation of a website is done by issuing the
unauthorized command from a user to the trusted website. In this
chapter different types of CSRF attacks are discussed. Also the
tools and technologies using of the project are presented..
different type of CSRF attack are discuss below.
A. Types of CSRF attacks
CSRF attacks can be classified into two major categories
reflected and stored/local [9]. Reflected CSRF: In reflected
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CSRF helplessness, the assailant utilizes a frame work outside
the application to open the casualty to the adventure connection
or substance.

danger. A typical CSRF attack is shown in figure 1. some work
related to mitigating of CSRF is as discussed in next section.

This should be possible utilizing a blog, an email message, a
text, a message board posting, or even an advertisement posted
in an open spot with a URL that a casualty sorts in. Reflected
CSRF assaults will frequently come up short, as clients may not
be right now signed into the objective framework when the
exploits are attempted.
The trail from a reflected CSRF assault might be under the
control of the attacker, however, and could be erased once the
adventure was finished. Stored CSRF:
A put away CSRF defenselessness is one where the aggressor
can utilize the application itself to give the casualty the
adventure join or other substance which coordinates the victims
browser over into the application, and causes assailant controlled
activities to be executed as the casualty.
If any web application is venerable to CSRF attack then the
malicious code is stored by the attacker using IMG, IFRAME
tag or javascript. When the CSRF attack is stored in the site then
the possibility of this attack is high because the victim is more
excited to view the page containing the attack then some random
page on the Internet.

Figure.1. CSRF Attack
III. RELATED WORK

In this attack attacker gain control over the site either by being
the site owner or finding some XSS vulnerability in the site. A
user is venerable as long as he is logged in to a web application.
A single mouse click or just browsing a page under the attackers
control can easily lead to unintended requests. Most web
applications are not aware of this fact, leaving their users in

In last few years, researchers have made contribution towards
prevention of CSRF attack. CSRF vulnerabilities have been
known and in some cases exploited [12]. Ramarao R, et al [5]
presented a client-side proxy solution that recognizes and
prevents CSRF attack utilizing IMG component or other HTML
components which are usedto get the realistic pictures for the
website page. This intermediary can assess and alter clients
demands and the applications replies (output) naturally and
transparently expand applications with the secret token approval
method William Zeller, et al [6] actualized a client-side browser
plug-in that can shield users from specific sorts of CSRF
assaults. They executed their tool as an extension to the firefox
web browser. Clients needed to download and introduce this
expansion for it to be effective against CSRF assaults. Their
augmentation works by capturing each HTTP request and
deciding whether it ought to be permitted. This decision is made
using the following rules to start with, any solicitation that is not
a POST solicitation is permitted. Next, if the requested for site
and target site fall under the same-source strategy, the
solicitation is permitted. Next, the site requesting the permission
to make a solicitation utilizing adobes cross-domain policy for
the target site. Nanad jovanovic, et al [7] proposed a mitigation
mechanism that is based on server side proxy that detect and
prevent CSRF attack and it is transparent to both user and web
application. It provide complete automatic protection From
XSRF attack. It is the mitigation mechanism that provide
provide just partial security by replacing GET Request by POST
Request or depending on the information in the Referrer header
of HTTP solicitations. Johns, et al [3] proposed Request Rodeo
for prevent CSRF attack. Apart from this Request Redo with the
exception of client side SSL provide protection against the
misuse of implicit authentication mechanism. It enable user to
protect themselves against CSRF attack. It is same as the local
proxy on users computer. Tatiana Alexenko, et al [8] developed
mozilla fire fox web browser extension to protect users browsing
history. It generates the HTTP request to random URLs from the
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This vulnerabilities are more likely to succeed, since the user
who receives the exploit content is almost certainly authenticated
to perform actions.Stored CSRF vulnerabilities also have a more
obvious trail, which may lead back to the attacker.
B. CSRF Attack Vector
A web application is vulnerable against CSRF attacks since it
believes the session, between the server side part of the web
application and the customer, No approval in individual
solicitations are made by the customer [13].
This empowers an aggressor to trap the accidental client in
sending a vindictive request to the server, which is trusted by the
server, since the customer is validated and trusted inside the
session. Vindictive URL utilized as a part of a CSRF assault is
frequently installed inside a ¡img¿ HTML tag on an pure looking
page so that a web program will naturally play out a GET ask for
to the URL without client assent.
Whenever the CSRF attack is performed by the HTTP POST
Request rather then HTTP GET request the attack is slightly
more complex. From will be created by attacker using HTML
element or JavaScript for performing this attack. Because of this
attacker have some degree of control over the malicious site in
which attacker will have to embed their own link in this site.
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users browsing history. Before loading page it previews the
HTML code and detect the potential CSRF attack. The detector
would first find all form tags and check the action attribute of the
form tags for deep linking . When CSRF detector found such
forms it prompts the user andask the user if he want to add the
pair of URL of website and URL of form action to white list A
solution to prevent CSRF attacks, a web application has to make
sure that the incoming form data has originated from a valid
HTML form. Valid” in this context means the submitted HTML
form was generated by the actual web application in the first
place. It also has to be ensured that the HTML form was
generated especially for the client. To enforce these
requirements, hidden form elements with random values have
been employed. These values are used as one time tokens[2].
CsFire is an integrated extension into Mozilla browser to
mitigate CSRF attacks. CsFire is the only system that provides
formal validation through bounded model checking to defend
against CSRF in the formal model of the web developed by
Akha we et.al [1].

an attacker and the browser cannot be lured into leaking the
secret.

CsFire strips cookies and HTTP authorization headers from a
cross-origin request. The advantage of stripping cookies and
HTTP authorization headers is that there are no side-effects for
cross-origin requests. No Script ABE [2], or Application
Boundary Enforcer, restricts an application within its origin,
which effectively strips credentials from cross-origin requests,
unless specified otherwise. The default ABE policy only
prevents CSRF attacks from the internet to an intranet page.
Request Policy [4] protects against CSRF by blocking all crossorigin requests. In contrast to stripping credentials, blocking a
request can have a very noticeable effect on the user experience.
When detecting a cross-origin redirect, Request Policy injects an
intermediate page where the user can explicitly allow the
redirect. It includes a predefined white list of hosts that are
allowed to send cross-origin requests to each other. Users can
add exceptions to the policy using a white list. Burns and
Schreiber [16] have use a cryptographic tokens optional HTTP
referrer header to verify Action Formulators, require changes to
application state to be done only with HTTP POST operations
and use a simplified CSRF Prevention Token. The approach to
mitigate CSRF attack is presented in the next section.

Figure.2. CSRF Prevention

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, proposed client server mutual authentication
technique is discussed to mitigate the CSRF attack. In this
method Authentication and identification have been separated.

V. CONCLUSION
Cross Site Request Forgery is one of the common vulnerabilities in the Internet. It remains challenging for the
researchers to provide a better solution for mitigating this attack.
There were many organizations which affected by this cross site
request forgery attack. Defense mechanisms and existing
solutions for cross site request forgery are working in some
extend only. The above work can be extended to provide suitable
solutions for the cross site request forgery attack by means of
applying techniques to preventing the attack before the attackers
attack. The CSRF protection system achieved the following
goals. We want to provide the safety against the cross site
request forgery attack. Provide the better solution for prevent
CSRF attack. We evolve the identification and authentication
step for session stabilization. We provide a solution that does not
temper with the symptoms of some vulnerability but resolve the
underlying problem of web session-based deficiencies. It
properly differentiates the authenticated user. It provides the
protection against the login CSRF attack and auto submission of
from.
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Thus complete authentication consist of two steps:1).Identification through username and password.
2).Authentication through token.
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